
ON THE SYMMETRIC PRODUCT OF A
RATIONAL SURFACE

ARTHUR MATTUCK1

In his work on rational equivalence [5] Severi often raised this

question: if the points of a nonsingular algebraic variety V are all

rationally equivalent to each other, is F a unirational variety?

A variety V is said to be unirational (over some field k) if it is the

image of a projective space £ under a generically surjective rational

map s: £—*V which is defined over k, of finite degree, and separable.

If F is unirational, it is easily seen that all its points are rationally

equivalent; Severi's question asks whether the converse is true.2 Now

if it is when F is a surface, an easy but interesting consequence would

be the following theorem for which we will offer a direct proof. We

work always over an algebraically closed field k.

Theorem. Let V be a surface over k and let V{n) denote its n-fold

symmetric product. If V(n) is unirational for some n, then V is a

rational surface.

Before proving this, we comment on a few aspects. The theorem

has birational character, so we may assume Fis a nonsingular projec-

tive surface. If V(n) is unirational, any two points are rationally

equivalent and therefore any two positive 0-cycles of degree « on F

are rationally equivalent. It follows easily that any two points of F

are rationally equivalent and then an affirmative answer to Severi's

question would imply that F is unirational. This reduces us to the

case « = 1, in which case the result is a well-known consequence of the

Castelnuovo-Zariski criterion for rationality (see below).

In another direction, it is classical that if C is a curve, the map

C(n)—*J of the symmetric product onto the Jacobian has rational

varieties for its fibers. The theorem shows this cannot be true for the

corresponding map V(n)—>A onto the Albanese variety (as has occa-

sionally been conjectured), since a surface having trivial Albanese

variety need not be rational.
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1 This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation.

2 Added in proof. It now appears that the question has an affirmative answer for

surfaces in characteristic zero. It follows from an easy generalization of techniques

used by Mumford in a recent proof (to appear in the Kyoto Journal of Mathematics)

that the rational equivalence ring is not finitely generated.
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The converse statement, V rationale V(n) unirational, is trivial.

But V rationale V(n) rational is also true and for a variety V of any

dimension [3]. Thus if Fis a surface, we get V(n) unirational=>V(n)

rational. No example of a unirational variety which is not rational is

yet known.

Finally, we note that the theorem definitely requires k to be an

algebraically closed ground field, even if the stronger hypothesis:

V(n) rational—is imposed. Even for Fa curve, it would otherwise be

false. A conic C over k but without a ¿-point is not ¿-isomorphic to a

projective line, yet C(2) is ¿-isomorphic to the projective plane via

the map which assigns to a pair of points on C the line through them.

Proof of the theorem. We are assuming V(n) is unirational and

may also assume V is complete and nonsingular. As a first remark,

(1) F has trivial Albanese variety.

For if X is any variety, Alb [X(n) ] = Alb [X] by an elementary prop-

erty of the Albanese variety; but since V(n) is the rational image of

P, there is an induced surjective map from Alb[P] to Alb[F(«)].

Since Alb [P] = 0, the result (1) follows.

We denote as usual by pa the (classical) arithmetic genus of F, by

p„ = dim 77°(F, flu) the geometric genus, by P2 = dim 77°(F, fi2®ß2)

the second plurigenus. Then with the given hypotheses,

(2) Pi(V) = 0 => V is a rational surface.

For by a classical relation pg—pa = q = dim Alb(F). This is true in

characteristic 0, and by a theorem of Nakai (see [4]) also in charac-

teristic p provided that pg = 0. In our case, pg = 0 because clearly in

general, pg > 0=>P2 > 0. Thus from the relation and (1) we get pa = 0.

By the Castelnuovo-Zariski criterion [ó], [7] if P2 = 0 and pa = 0, then

F is a rational surface.

If V is a complete nonsingular surface and P2(V) > 0,

then V(n) is not unirational for any n.

This will complete the proof of our theorem.

We begin with a few remarks about m-forms of weight r on an

m-dimensional variety X. These form a one-dimensional k(X) -space,

since each has a unique representation in the form g(dxi • • ■ dxm)r,

where gQk(X) and Xi, • • • , xm is a separating transcendence base for

k(X)/k. If yi, • • • , ym is another such basis, then the corresponding

expressions are related by

/d(xi, • • • , xm) V
(4) g(dxi ■ • • dxm)' = gl—-   (dyi ■ • • dym)r.

\d(yi, • • •, ym) /
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If X is complete and nonsingular, then the form (4) is by definition

holomorphic at p G X if g is holomorphic at p when the (x.) are chosen

to be uniformizing coordinates at p. The global holomorphic forms (4)

may be identified with the sections of the rth tensor power of the sheaf

ßm of holomorphic »z-forms. Thus they form a ¿-space of dimension

Pr(X), where Pr(X)=dim H°(X, fi®'), r>0.

We now proceed to the proof of (3). Let x, y be a separating tran-

scendence basis for k(V)/k. Since £2(F)>0, there will be a nonzero

holomorphic 2-form of weight 2 on V,

<p = g(dxdy)2,       g G k(V).

Let V[n] he the «-fold product of F, let 7r¿: Ff»]—»F be the projec-

tion maps, and Xi = ir*x, <f>i = gi(dxidyi), etc. Consider the 2w-form of

weight 2 on V[n] defined by

(5) $ = gxgi ■ ■ ■ gn(dxidyi ■ ■ ■ dxndy„y.

It is easily seen, using (4), that <£ is holomorphic on V[n] and is well

defined by <f>, that is, it does not depend on the choice of x, y. It is the

existence of this form f> which will show that V(n) cannot be uni-

rational. First of all, we claim that

(6) $ is the lifting, via V[n] —> V(n), of a form <Ê0 on V(n).

Namely, choose a separating transcendence basis uit • ■ ■ , u2„ for

k(V(n))/k and write $ = h(dui • • • du2„y, where hEk(V[n]). Since

$ and the w, are invariant under the «! automorphisms comprising

the Galois group of k(V[n])/k(V(n)), it follows from the uniqueness

of the above representation (once the w,- are chosen) that h is also

invariant, so hEk(V(n)). This proves (6).

If V(n) were nonsingular (which it is not) and $>o were holomorphic

on V(n), the proof of (3) would be concluded by the

Proposition. Let X be a complete nonsingular variety of dimension

m>0. If X is unirational, then Pr(X) = 0 for r > 0.

Proof. If Xis projective space, Om = 0( — m — 1) and so H°(X, 0®r)

= H"(X, e( — rm—r)), and this is 0 for r, m>0. In the general case we

use the separable, rational, and generically surjective map s:P—*X.

Its fundamental locus on £ has codimension ^2, by general princi-

ples. If a) is a holomorphic w-form of weight r on X, then s*oi is an

w-form of weight r on £ which is holomorphic except perhaps on a

locus of codimension = 2. Since any differential on a nonsingular

variety always has divisors as its singularities, s*u must be holomor-

phic everywhere on £. Therefore by the first case of the proposition,

5*co = 0, but since s is separable, we get w = 0 also. Thus £r(-3Q = 0.
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We cannot apply the proposition directly to F(w) since it has singu-

larities, even though V does not. Fortunately however a canonical

resolution of the singularities exists, valid in all characteristics. This

is the Hubert scheme Hn(V), a 2«-dimensional variety whose points

represent in a natural way all O-dimensional subschemes of F having

Hubert polynomial « (that is, defined by a sheaf of ideals âQdv for

which dimk(6/á)=n). (For the facts about 77„ used here, see Fogarty

[l ] and [2].) The variety 77„ is complete, irreducible and nonsingular,

and there is a birational morphism

(7) f:Hn-+V(n).

We will now prove that

(8) /*$o is holomorphic on 77„.

This will complete the proof of (3) and thus of the theorem, for ac-

cording to the proposition it shows that 77„ is not unirational, and

therefore neither is V(n) since the morphism (7) is birational.

Let 5 denote the singular locus of F(m). Clearly the poles of/*f>0

have to lie in/_1(5). But/_1(5) is known3 to have only one diviso-

rial component D, so to prove (8) it suffices to show/*3>0 is holomor-

phic at a general point q of D. Now such a point q represents a sub-

scheme of V having the form ZUp3W • • • \Jpn, where pi^pj and

where Z is a subscheme of length 2 concentrated over a point p 9^pi.

This in effect permits a reduction of the theorem to the case where

« = 2. For suppose zQH2(V) represents Z. We have

(9) 772 X V[n - 2] -> Hn,

a rational map defined in an obvious way which is a finite morphism

in a neighborhood of (z, pz, ■ • ■ , pn). Let x, y be uniformizing coordi-

nates at all the points p,pz, • ■ ■ , pn and let u\, • • ■, u4 be uniformiz-

ing coordinates at z. Then /*$0 lifts via the map (9) to a differential

$0* which in view of (4) and (5) may be written

5 Added in page proof. This statement unfortunately turns out to be not known,

but only conjectured. Thus while the ensuing calculation is of interest, it is not suffi-

cient for proving (8). Instead prove (8) this way. Let W be the normalization of if„

in the function field of V[n]. If/**o were not holomorphic on Hn, it would have a

divisorial pole, and so therefore would its lifting to W. But since * is holomorphic on

the nonsingular variety V[n], it cannot have poles on any normal variety birationally

equivalent to V[n], such as W.

Note also that a generalization of work of Mumford [Rational equivalence of zero-

cycles, Kyoto J. Math, (to appear) ] will give an affirmative answer to Severi's question

in characteristic 0. The present paper is valid in arbitrary characteristic, of course.
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(10) $o = gxgt ■ ■ • g» ( —- I (dui ■ ■ ■ duidx3 ■ ■ ■ dyn)2
\d(Ui, U2, U3, Ui)/

and it suffices to prove 4>0* is holomorphic at (z, p3, • ■ ■ , p„). Now

certainly g3, • • • , gn are holomorphic there. Since gxg2, viewed as a

function on F[2], is holomorphic at (p, p) and symmetric, it can be

viewed as a function on F(2) and is holomorphic at the point of F(2)

corresponding to 2p. Thus it is holomorphic at zEH2 as well since the

map (7) is a morphism.

Thus we are reduced to showing that the Jacobian in (10), viewed

as a function on H2, is holomorphic at the point z. The functions x, y

in k(V) define a rational map h: V-+A of V into the affine plane A.

Let IF be any dominating desingularization of the symmetric product

A (2). Then we get a diagram

F 7(2) <- H2
J 2

h i hi I [h2

A A(2)*-W
h

where the vertical maps hi and h2 are separable, rational, and generi-

cally surjective, while the horizontal ones are birational morphisms.

The differential ^ = dxidyidx2dy2 on V [2 ] is the lifting of a differen-

tial on A (2) which we denote by SF At the point zEHi,

d(xi, y1( Xt, y2)
(/A)*1*7 =-duxdu2du3du\.

d(ui, u2, u3, w4)

Showing the Jacobian in (10) is holomorphic at z is the same as show-

ing that this differential is holomorphic at z. Since h2 is holomorphic

at z, it being the general point of a divisor on the nonsingular variety

H2, it suffices to prove that

(11) /x^ is holomorphic at h2(z),for some W.

We choose as IF the monoidal transform of A (2) along its singular

locus and prove (11) by explicit computation. We have as coordinates

in A [2] the set (*i, yi, x2, y2), and the subring of the coordinate ring

which is invariant under the interchange of xi, yi with the pair x2, y2

is generated by the five polynomials

zi = Xi + x2,   z2 = yi + y2,   z3 = Xix2,    z4 = yiy2,    z6 = a;2yi + *iy2.

Assuming first that the characteristic is not 2, a more convenient set

of generators is given by the following polynomials in zu • • • , z6:

zi, 22, t = (xi — x2)(yi — y2),        u = (*i — x2)2,        v = (yx — y2)2.
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Then A (2) is given as a hypersurface in affine 5-space by the equation

t2 = uv. This shows it is the product of a cone C with a plane. The

singular locus S0 is where (xi, yi) = (x2, y2), i.e., where i = w=zi = 0. The

monoidal transform W of A (2) along S0 is W =C'XA where C is the

quadratic tiansform of the cone C, well known to be nonsingular.

Thus W is nonsingular also. Coordinates for an open set in W are

(zi, z2, t, u', v') where u' = u/t, v' =v/t, the equation being u'v' — 1 =0.

At a general point p0 of the divisor 7>0 on W which is the inverse image

of So, the function u'= (xi—x2)/(yi— y2) does not vanish. Therefore

Zi, z2, t, u' are uniformizing coordinates at po (since dV'(u'v'—1)^0 at

¿>o) and in terms of these one can check that 1F is holomorphic at po,

for we have ^ = dxidyidx2dy2 = — (1 /8u')dzidz2dtdu'.

If the characteristic is 2, the calculation is similar. Using the origi-

nal coordinates, the equation of A(2) is

2 2

zfa — ziz2) + z3z2 + z4zi = 0.

The singular locus is Zi = z2 = z6 = 0. A typical open affine set of the

monoidal transform would be given by the coordinates (zi, z2', z3, z4, z6)

where z/=Z]/z6, z2'=Z2/z$ and the equation is seen to be

l-r-Zi'z2'z5+Z3Z,2,+Z4z'i = 0. This is nonsingular. Similarly the other

open affines which cover W are nonsingular. At a general point p0 of

7J>o, we have z6 = 0, Zi'^0, z2'=^0 (since z3 and z4 have generic values).

Thus Zi', z2, Zz, Zi are uniformizing coordinates at p0 and once again

we can check that S^ is holomorphic at po, for

1 1
SF = dxidyidx2dy2 = -— dzidz2dz3dzi = -dzi'dz2'dz3dzi.

Z1Z2 Zi z2
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